FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Secure Insight Database Reaches 1.3 Million Searches
Settlement Professional Database Helps Reduce Fraud Incidents
Parsippany NJ, February 26, 2016 – Secure Insight, the mortgage industry’s first ever data intelligence
analysis and reporting firm focused on managing closing table risk announced today that their settlement
agent database has been searched 1,356,314 times, helping reduce the incidents of mortgage fraud
nationwide. Those searches have been conducted by dozens of banks around the United States seeking to
protect their assets and their consumer clients from harm. In the past 5 years Secure Insight has uncovered
numerous consumer risks and prevented estimated bank losses in excess of $10 Million Dollars.
Secure Insight maintains and monitors the industry’s largest database of settlement professionals,
ensuring that lenders meet regulatory requirements, protecting themselves and their customers.
We offer a suite of tools to assist lenders with the management of third party service provider risk and
employee screening. VendorCheck™ offers our clients a total third party vetting tool, while SafeChekUSA™ offers employee screening to meet federal and state data privacy and consumer protection
expectations. Of course our signature products ClosingGuard™ and QuickCheck™ remain the industry’s
best and most reliable settlement agent vendor management and monitoring compliance tools. With our
new brand name, Secure Insight, we are much more than just settlement agent vetting!”
About Secure Insight
Secure Insight was founded as Secure Settlements Inc. in 2009 as the first company to offer a
standardized risk evaluation and management process to protect consumers and lenders form closing
agent fraud and to meet federal regulatory requirements. Today it offers solutions for the vetting of all
third party service providers in the mortgage industry through tools such as QuickCheck,™ Closing
Guard,™ VendorCheck™ and Safe-ChekUSA™.
Secure Insight monitors thousands of title companies, settlement agents, real estate law firms and other
professionals through its proprietary technology and the mortgage industry’s only shared nationwide
database. The database is accessed daily as a fraud prevention tool by state and federal banks, mortgage
lenders and credit unions throughout the United States.
For more information about Secure Insight please visit www.secureinsight.com.
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